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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Bug Fixes
1.1 KMBU-6 - Repayments are not extended with an interval when First
due date offset constraints are in place
When Offset constraints, like setting up a default for First Due Date Offset, only the
first due date was shifted 7 days later, the other installments had the original due
date and generated 2 installments with the same date.
In the current release, Mambu has corrected this behaviour.

1.2 KMBU-14 - Invalid API response using filterElement LAST_DAYS
An invalid response (INVALID_FILTER_VALUE) was returned when using filter
element LAST_DAYS for LAST_MODIFIED_DATE / CREATION_DATE.
In the current release, Mambu has corrected this behaviour and all loan accounts
having last modified date bigger than the specified number of days.

1.3 KMBU-17 - Notifications sent for user link Recipient are also
displayed to other users linked and Credit Officer assigned to a
client/group
When using two "user link" type custom fields for notifications and only one of them
was set as recipient in the email or SMS template, then when creating a Client with
opt-out for the notification with values for both "user link" fields, the notification was
sent to both users under user-link fields and the Credit Officer, instead of sending it
only to the user for the field used in the template.
In the current release, Mambu has corrected this behaviour. The notification will only
be sent to the user specified for the field used in the template.
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1.4 KMBU-27 - Interest Rate is not correctly rounded for savings
accounts with interest paid into Account
Interest Rate was not rounded correctly for deposit accounts in certain scenarios,
such as interest paid on account maturity, which resulted in small differences for the
interest applied transactions in terms of what was expected to be applied vs. actual
result.
Mambu applied an improvement by truncating to 20 decimal places vs the existing
10 decimal places, which will return a more accurate rounding.

Sandbox release date: Wednesday, 31st May, 2017
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